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Dear Readers,
property investors around the globe continue to
increase their target allocations for real estate, as
the ongoing low interest rate environment pose a
challenging playing field for generating yield, with
lower risk investment strategies. Consequently, as
many investors are still underweight in property,
the demand for core assets in Europe is high and
will continue to be so. As a solution, investors
increasingly turn to the value add segment, although
this requires are very good and detailed understanding
of the markets under consideration, making a local
presence or a local partner necessary. With our
report, PATRIZIA Insight European Commercial
Property Markets 2016, we want to give you some
insights on important topics in this regard.
The European office markets are some way in their forth
cycle since the millennium, but the cycle is less dynamic
compared with the past, limiting pure rental plays. At
the same time, the improved economic environment in

Europe supports the retail markets, pushing investment
volumes despite the increasing competition in the
retail sector from online sales. As a consequence,
retailers are optimizing their store networks and are
looking for new ways to integrate the internet in their
business models. As a result, certain segments of
the logistics sector have effectively become a retail
derivative, opening up new investment opportunities
but also causing new challenges for institutional
investors, as the logistics market matures and the retail
sector undergoes a fundamental structural change.
With this PATRIZIA Insight on The European
Commercial Markets we want to give you some
food for thought how all this will influence the
commercial real estate markets and ultimately
investment strategies going forward.
I hope you enjoy reading our Insight on the
European Commercial Property markets.

Yours faithfully
Wolfgang Egger
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Executive Summary
Institutional appetite for real estate at record
levels: Target allocations have become a moving
target for most institutional investors, increasing
year after year and retaining under allocation to
real estate at an ongoing high level. Investment
demand for (European) property, especially in the
core segment, will therefore remain high, increasingly driving investors to the value add segment.
 ubdued European office cycle: The European
S
office markets are now in their fourth cycle since
the millennium, but this cycle is by far the least
dynamic. Given the lacklustre economic environment, prime rents as well as vacancy rates are only
moving very slowly. Nevertheless further increases
in capital values can be expected going forward
in combination with ongoing yield compression.
Domestic demand pushes retail markets:
There has been a strong convergence in retail
sales growth in the past year with the crisis
countries catching up or even overtaking the
core European retail markets. But, just as in the
office sector, the resulting rental dynamic is much
less pronounced compared to past cycles. Investors are therefore advised not to rely too much
on rental growth in their investment strategies.
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Logistics increasingly a retail derivative:
With consumer habits changing the retail industry
more than ever, investor strategies need to adapt
in order to remain competitive and successful.
Retailers have to respond to changing shopping
patterns by optimising the number of their store
locations and developing models to integrate online
sites/stores into them. As a result, larger parts of
the logistics sectors will effectively become a “retail
derivative”, opening up new investment opportunities but also creating new challenges for retail and
logistics investors.
Logistics sector matures: The logistics sector has
become an established, liquid property sector over
the last several years, with investment activity
reaching record levels in 2015 and prime yields
undergoing compression to record lows in the main
European logistics hubs. With ever more global
capital targeting the European logistics market,
further growth in transaction activity can be
expected, reducing the yield gap between office and
retail properties.
QE remains important return impetus: With the
ECB continuing its QE program at least until 2017
and the Fed’s outlook becoming more cautious, low
interest rates will remain an important driver behind
property yields and, ultimately, property returns.
Further, albeit modest, capital growth can therefore
be expected in coming years with income returns
accounting for the majority of total returns.
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Macro-financial Environment
most likely, medium term. Given this largely solid internal performance, external developments are becoming increasingly important to the European outlook.

Economic activity in the Euro Zone has recovered during the last year. Primarily driven by strong monetary
stimulus, economic growth has been mostly positive
and stable across the Euro Zone despite some imbalances in international markets. As quantitative easing
continues to be transmitted to the real economy, consumer confidence and, consequently, private consumption levels have shown significant progress, leading
to solid GDP-growth rates in a four year comparison.
While inflation remains a challenge there is growing
evidence of an upward trend in core inflation across
the European c ountries, although an inflation rate of
approximately 2 % remains unlikely in the near and,

International developments have changed significantly compared to our last PATRIZIA Insight on the
European Commercial Property Markets. Global geopolitical and economic developments are signalling
increasing levels of uncertainty and risk. On the one
hand, the abrupt fall in oil prices is stimulating economic growth via private consumption, lower production costs and consequently higher competitiveness.
However, without a noteworthy rebound in oil prices

Economic development
across European countries
190
Real GDP yoy from 2012 until 2015
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Nevertheless, as friction in the financial and labour
markets of the different countries persists, the overall growth outlook for Europe remains subdued.

in sight, these positive shocks could be mitigated to
a certain extent by the slow growth of oil-exporting
emerging markets and by currency depreciation affecting global trade. Concerns regarding the macroeco
nomic development of China and Russia, on the
other hand, point to falling demand and investment
flows, which could affect European growth directly
and, more particularly, indirectly. Finally, the large
number of refugees currently coming to Europe will
challenge the EU both politically and financially.

Looking back at 2010 the Euro Zone experienced a
decoupling of government bond yields and stock market volatility, creating high levels of stress within the
financial system and uncertainty among institutional
investors. The recommendations and regulations
imposed by the EU in the aftermath of the euro crisis
improved macroeconomic imbalances, fostering
fiscal consolidation across its members s ubstantially.
And although the perception of sovereign risk across
the Euro Zone remains widespread (minimum-maximum
range), the indicator of systemic stress for the Euro
Zone as a whole has fallen significantly, reaching
levels close to those from 2007. Looking at the
non-PIIGS countries only, we see a similar, more pronounced development with this indicator reaching

While the economic growth observed during 2015 was
notable in contrast to the four previous years, the real
divergence across the countries continues and points
to further fiscal and structural adjustments. Euro Zone
countries heavily affected by the financial crisis such
as Ireland, Spain, Portugal and Italy have partly made
enormous progress in restoring production, achieving
remarkable growth rates in a European comparison.

Systemic stress indicator in Euro Zone sovereign bond markets
High values of the indicator point to compound high stress in maturity bonds, sovereign yields and swap interest rates, yield volatilities
and bid-ask bond prices
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Output gap as % of GDP across the euro area – Quantile distribution
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190
Shift in the composition of employment – Change in activity ratios within age cohorts
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a new low by the end of 2015. Purely in terms of
financial markets and despite all the geopolitical challenges, confidence in the financial stability
of the Euro Zone therefore appears high.
The Euro Zone’s macroeconomic recovery is also
reflected in the significant narrowing of the gap
between actual and potential output (output gap).
Although we have seen a negative output gap since
2009, the gap has shown considerable improvement
in the last two years. With fiscal deficits across the
Euro Zone falling moderately and the current monetary stimulus pushing domestic demand, a further narrowing of the output gap is expected in the coming
years, leading to a more or less balanced situation.
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European labour markets are showing signs of improvement parallel to the narrowing output gap. The rise in
labour demand continued in 2015, and private consumption and the overall economy are increasingly
benefiting from this development. Although the differences in unemployment rates remain high across
countries, low oil prices and favourable financing conditions are expected to further boost labour demand.
Even though the most recovery has taken place in
countries strongly affected by the euro crisis such as
Ireland, Spain and Portugal, countries such as the UK
and Sweden have been experiencing robust labour
demand. The unemployment rate for the Euro Zone
as a whole has fallen moderately to approximately
10 %, which constitutes the lowest level since 2012.
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Although most of the common policy instruments
implemented after the crisis to increase employment
were focussed on job-search assistance and especially on short-term employment, the European labour
market has undergone a structural shift in its labour
force c omposition. While the participation rate of
older workers in the age cohort of 55–64 increased
across virtually all Euro Zone countries, the participation rate of young workers basically stagnated after
2007. We are only seeing an increase in the participation of young workers in Finland and Sweden, whereas
the stagnation in the labour market for young workers seems to have bottomed out in Germany, Norway,
France and in some areas of the Netherlands. From a
general perspective, the shrinking participation rate
of young workers could be ascribed to the fact that
individuals are deciding to refrain from actively applying for jobs given labour market perspectives. Further

structural reforms are necessary in order to counter
act this development, such as a reduction in non-wage
labour cost and subsidies/legal changes to make
hiring young workers easier and more attractive.
At the end of 2015 the European Central Bank
announced an extension of the quantitative e asing
measures until March 2017 “or beyond”. This decision
was accompanied by the implementation of a series
of additional monetary instruments to bring inflation
in the Euro Zone back on track. Inflation across the
Euro Zone posted its lowest value since 2010 at the
beginning of 2015 and is increasingly pushing econo
mic growth via robust domestic demand. Households in the Euro Zone are increasingly benefitting
from falling oil prices and low inflation rates as this
makes it possible for them to balance out their
balance sheets due to cheap (re)financing costs. 

Inflation across the Euro Zone – Quantile distribution HICP yoy in %
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Target allocation to real estate vs. actual allocation of institutional investors
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However, the current environment with its historically
low interest rates might tempt a significant share
of households to accumulate debt, thus substantially
increasing their debt exposure. Price stability across
the Euro Zone is therefore necessary in order to avoid
drastic deterioration in household balance sheets.
Because the European commercial property m
 arkets
are increasingly benefiting from the economic improvements described above, especially in the labour m
 arket,
they also posted record transaction volumes in 2015,
with cross border investments accounting for roughly
half of total transactions. Nevertheless, mixed economic perspectives leave property investors with very
few business cycle-driven investment plays in Europe.
There is still some room for structural catch-up in crisis
countries like Spain, Portugal and Ireland, but in most
other European countries investments are about adding
value and not about cyclical plays driven by a stellar
growth environment.
Ongoing high interest in property among institutional
investors around the globe in combination with
continued risk aversion has resulted in substantial
compression of prime yields. Consequently, investors are increasingly turning to secondary locations
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Asia-Pacific

and medium-quality assets (location, structure, positioning) in top cities, as these types of investments
offer the value add opportunities mentioned above,
given an understanding of market f undamentals
without betting on large rental growth.
These value-add strategies give investors n umerous
opportunities across Europe to benefit from e conomic
developments without compromising too much on the
risks involved in property investment, as (speculative)
development activity in the majority of commercial
property markets remains very limited. In addition,
given the fierce competition for prime assets, this can
be an effective way forward in terms of coming closer to
the envisaged target allocations. As target allocations
continue to increase in 2015, most institutional investors around the globe are still underweight in property
based on their target allocations, despite the strong
investment activity seen in the last several years.
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Office Markets
Fundamental data on the core office markets reflects
strong demand by institutional investors as well as
an improving macroeconomic situation in Europe.
Prime office yields have further declined in line with
current monetary conditions, reaching or, in most
cases, falling below the levels recorded in 2007.
Yield compression has basically occurred all across
Europe, reflecting the fierce competition among market players for top assets. The southern markets
such as Barcelona and Lisbon particularly saw strong
yield movements, proving that investor confidence
in top investments in these markets has returned.
European average prime office yield declined during
three consecutive years, falling to 4.68 % in Q3 2015.
This reflects y-o-y compression of 44 BP and of
76 BP compared to Q3 2013. Parallel to this yield

compression, the gap between the highest and lowest
yields has tightened considerably and recently reached
levels last seen in 2007. Looking at the cyclical development of prime yield gaps, results correspond heavily
with the overall investment activities during the last
15 years. The rising appetite for real estate across
core markets prior to the financial crisis has led to the
strongest convergence of prime yields since the millennium. In other words, the gap between extreme
prime yields reached its lowest level in the second
half of 2007. In contrast, growing uncertainty due to
the E uropean crisis and rising concerns about Greece
has led to a strong divergence in the development of
prime yields, at the same time reflecting risk aversion
and low confidence on the part of institutional investors. The recovery in the Euro Zone, rising investment
volumes and growing institutional appetite for real

Prime yield trend in European office markets
Cyclical mean in prime yields of European office markets. Confidence interval measured as standard deviation
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estate during the last two years have been putting
constant pressure on prime yields and have tightened the gap between extreme values. In the last three
years the European office market moved from d rastic
diverging yield co-movements to a situation of conver
gence which we have rarely seen. Given the capital
market environment and interest rate outlook, investors should expect this situation to last for some time.
Prime rents across European office markets c ontinued
their positive trend during the past year. In a ddition
to the macroeconomic and financial factors driving
demand for office space, it was mainly the strong
recovery in labour markets across Europe that caused
(prime) rents to rise. From a long-term perspective,
however, rental growth continues its moderate
trend from past years despite currently strong economic fundamentals and scarcity of new space. The
rental growth observed since 2011 across European office markets has been modest but also

accompanied by a substantial decline in vacancy rates,
indicating the beginning of a new European office
cycle. Although the reduction in vacancy rates was
relatively low in comparison to prior cycles, the structural negative relationship between rents and vacancy
rates provides evidence of this new office cycle.
This is the fourth European office cycle since the millen
nium beginning in 2011. A comparison with the three
preceding cycles, however, shows that the current cycle
is much less pronounced than the last. While prior cycles
were characterised by large shifts in rents and vacancy
rates, current market developments show only a small
reduction in vacant space and very moderate rental
growth. This again demonstrates the fact that institutional investors in the European office markets cannot
expect to make huge market-driven rental plays with
their investments. Nevertheless we can expect additional rental growth and further drops in vacancy in the
medium-term, supporting capital values going forward.

Cyclical co-movements across European office markets in %
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The rent growth cycle in European office markets
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Cyclical development of rents and vacancy rates across European office markets
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Retail Markets
Similar to European office markets, retail markets benefited from the positive economic trend in Europe and
showed strong fundamentals during the last year. The
rise in disposable income translated into a considerable
increase in consumption levels driven by low oil prices
and low inflation as well as by the ECB’s expansionary monetary policy. This translated into rising (prime)
rents throughout European High Streets. As a result
recovery combined with the increase in labour demand
constitutes an important factor behind the current performance of retail markets, and the economic as well
as monetary outlook for Europe support further rental
growth. But 2015 also showed a strong convergence in

retail sales growth between European countries, with
crisis countries like Spain, Ireland and Portugal catching up to the developments happening in the rest of
Europe. Going forward this provides a stable base for
further prime rental growth in the coming years as
retailer demand for top locations will remain high.
These robust fundamentals aside, retail markets
in Europe are facing changing consumer behaviour
as the result of new sales channels. Consequently,
retailers are increasingly adapting their product
strategies and penetration channels to this shifting consumer demand, transforming their business

Growth in retail sales values across European groups in % yoy
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models to satisfy stationary demand, position themselves via virtual channels or a mixture of both. While
this development is expected to do away with obsolete
concepts and lead to new trading models, the impact
of e -commerce in all its facets on the performance of
retail properties has become essential when assessing the cash flow stability of retail properties. Although
retailers persistently adapt to consumer demands,
the maturity of stationary vs. virtual retailer concepts
generally depends on the infrastructural availability of internet access. During the last nine years the
share of households with internet access has increased
proportionally to their participation in online sales.
Retail assets are often used as a stabiliser or risk diversifier in portfolios. Given the ongoing risk sensitivity of
institutional investors, their appetite for retail assets
has again reached levels last seen in 2007, a development that is especially driven by overseas investors.

We are seeing particularly lively activity on the part of
investors from the United States and Canada as well
as Asia with investments in retail assets in Berlin, Oslo
and Madrid as well as markets such as Amsterdam,
Copenhagen and Frankfurt. As a result, average European prime retail yields fell below 4 % in Q3 2015 for
the first time, with exceptional deals, e. g. in the West
End of London, already trading below 2 %. Not only is
this yield decline, which began in 2009, being driven by
fundamentals, it is also the result of product scarcity.
Notwithstanding the positive economic fundamentals
and ultra-loose monetary policy, the resulting prime
rental growth, as can be seen in the office sector, has
been lower and less diverse compared to rental cycles
before the financial crisis. Prime rental growth rates in
Europe in the last two years mostly ranged between
2 % and 7 % p. a., with average rental growth of about
5 % since 2012.

Internet access and online purchases in % in EU countries
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190
Prime yield trend in European retail markets
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The rental growth cycle in European retail markets
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Clicks vs. bricks and what this means
for property investors
The strong rise of online retailing is the major trend
in the retail market, changing many long-established
relationships and challenging investors when formulating their investment strategies. The recession that
followed the outbreak of the financial crisis coincided
with the rapid growth of online retail at the expense
of brick-and-mortar stores. Although retail sales are
exceeding their 2008 levels in an increasing number of countries, in most cases this is being driven by
strong online sales, leaving brick-and-mortars behind.

Consumer habits are changing and the retail industry needs to adapt in order to remain competitive and
successful. But retailers are not the only ones that
have to adapt! These changes in the retail industry
will also have consequences for the billions of euros
invested in retail properties by pension funds, insurance companies and other institutional investors. The
success of these investments is very closely linked
to the structure of the retail sector and the strategies of individual retailers. Changes in demand for

Retail sales in Europe 2008 vs. 2014
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stores and/or locations as well as store profitability
will affect achievable rents, the growth perspective
of retail assets and, as a result, their investment performance in years to come. Analysing and understanding current ongoing changes is therefore crucial
in making long-term successful investments.
Today’s consumers shop in multiple ways: they check
a store’s website, search the internet for reviews
and compare prices but still visit one or more stores
to actually see and feel what they want to buy. They
then decide whether to buy the goods at the store or
online, with the option of picking up their purchase at
a certain store (click and collect) or having it delivered to an address of their choice. In such a world,
retailers have to make clear strategic decisions in
response to these changing patterns in how consumers shop. These decisions include the number of brickand-mortar stores needed, the type and location of
these stores, the look and feel of these “showrooms”
and a coherent concept of how to integrate the brickand-mortars, online sites/stores and other means
of consumer communication such as social media.
As a result, retailers will most likely change the number of stores they view as being ideal as well as what
they are looking for in a store location. One effect
of these developments is the ever-increasing focus
of many retailers on the (very) prime pitch should
they decide to have High Street brick-and-mortars.
At the same time, many secondary and tertiary locations are going to suffer as retailers decide to close
their stores in these locations. For property investors targeting the retail sector an in-depth understanding of these developments enables them to adapt
their investment strategies, taking retailers’ different location strategies into consideration in order to
optimise performance by possibly converting secondary retail assets into residential uses or divesting as quickly as possible. While conversions of retail
assets in prime or secondary locations have not been
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Strategic triangle for retailers and investors

Online retail

Logistics
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exhaustively discussed in the last decade, one has to
keep in mind that retailer demand in certain locations
will inevitably decrease over the medium to long-term
in view of changing consumer behaviour, making such
strategies increasingly attractive in certain locations.
In addition the logistics sector is going to be substan
tially transformed due to the fact that changing
retailer strategies are opening up new investment opportunities for institutional investors as
demand for logistics space increases significantly.
This is turning some logistics segments into a
“derivative” of the retail market, heavily influenced
by ongoing structural changes in the retail sector.
Although the aforementioned details refer to a general
trend in the retail industry, one has to keep in mind
that the different segments such as DIY, clothing and
food will be affected differently. In general the number
of stores will most likely decline in the coming years,
but segments such as supermarkets (including discounters) will possibly continue to see store numbers
rise for some years as there is a strategic shift among
operators moving to smaller, better-integrated units. In
addition, as the current situation shows, this is not a
European-wide development; it is a country-by-country
story that demands a country-specific approach when
pursuing a Pan-European retail investment strategy.
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Logistics Markets
transport costs, it is the main driver behind spatial
distribution of logistics hubs and needs to be taken
into account when formulating investment strategies.

Supply chain interconnectivity as well as spatial efficiency of infrastructure are crucial factors both in
understanding the logistics industry and in how it
functions. The broad picture in Europe shows that
more than 95 % of domestic freight in Ireland, Spain,
Portugal and, in part, in Luxembourg is mainly transported via roads as opposed to waterways or rail. In
contrast, freight transport in Austria, Sweden, Finland and Germany points to a well diversified structural supply chain across road, rail and waterways.
The relevance of waterways in the Netherlands, Belgium and, in part, in Germany is due to geographical
particularities. Because the infrastructural situation
of logistics supply chains varies significantly across
Europe and plays a significant role in determining

The investment market for logistics properties in
Europe has seen significant expansion during the last
five years. Driven by the economic recovery and the
structural changes underway in the retail sector as
well as by the increasing transparency of the logistics market in combination with still comparatively high
yield levels for logistics assets, institutional investors
are increasingly looking to logistics as a very attractive addition to their property portfolios, increasing
return and diversification. The majority of investments
are taking place in the UK, the Nordics and Germany,

Modal split of domestic freight in % of total domestic tkm 2013
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Investment volumes in logistics properties by region
Volume displayed as one year rolling sums including property or portfolio sales $10 million or greater
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accounting for about 40 %, 18 % and 20 % of all investments, respectively. Given the economic challenges in
France, the country’s share fell from 15 % at the end
of 2013 to 8 % at the end of 2015, while the rediscovery of the PIIGS countries resulted in substantially
r ising investment volumes in these countries in 2015.
An essential driver behind the increased liquidity across
European logistics markets is investment interest on
the part of international investors. A look at institutional capital inflows into European logistics markets
shows that American investors have played an essential role, investing almost € 7 bn across the UK, Germany, Benelux and France, while at the same time the
Nordics have been characterised to a large extent by
institutional investments from within the region, similar
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to the office and retail sector, with institutional investors from Sweden, Norway and Denmark accounting
for about two thirds of total investments. In addition to
deals involving US investors, the German logistics market also saw significant investment activity by South
Korean and Swiss investors, while the UK attracted a
considerable amount of money from Singapore, South
Africa and, in part, Norway. The capital inflows diagram shows the diversity of institutional investors currently participating in the logistics investment market.
Just as in the office and retail sectors, strong investment activity in the logistics sector has been followed
by massive compression of prime yields across the
main European logistics hubs. This decline can be
observed across practically all logistics hubs.
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Capital inflows into European logistics assets 2015 in € m
Flow diagram of foreign capital inflows into logistics properties. Width of the arrows proportional to capital flow. Overall transaction
volume of 9,969 million Euros
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Main investment regions for logistics properties
Prime yields since 2010 Q4
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In some locations prime logistics yields have reached
levels traditionally more associated with office assets
than with logistics assets, but the situation on the
financial markets has changed the benchmark for
prime yield levels substantially. With global trade and
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especially e-commerce-related trade activity remaining robust, transparency in the sector improving and
institutional investor focus on logistics on the up, we
can expect to see further yield compression in coming years as the logistics sector matures further.
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Outlook and Strategy
downside risks in the immediate future. However,
one can be sure that other issues will surface.

The global risks of a downturn have certainly increased
over the last few months, but Europe continues to
grow and the crisis countries continue their recovery. However, Europe has not decoupled from developments in the rest of the world and remains open
to external shocks. Developments such as the current slowdown in China therefore need to be watched
carefully. Nevertheless, with the GDP in the UK and
the Euro Zone only subject to direct exposure to
China of around 1 % and 2 %, respectively, recent Chinese troubles do not present materially significant

As the ECB is planning to continue its QE program and
it appears increasingly likely that interest rates will
remain low for some time to come, investor demand
for real estate will continue to be strong. Property
yields are consequently expected to remain under
pressure, resulting in solid capital growth of between
1 % and 2 % p. a. in the European commercial property
markets over the upcoming five-year period. Because

Total return perspectives for European office, retail and logistics markets
2016–2020 p. a. on IPD style portfolios
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investors are increasingly looking for value add pro
ducts, which bring higher returns, this yield shift will
be particularly felt in higher quality secondary locations or for assets in top markets with refurbishment
and/or asset management potential since investor risk
aversion remains high. As a result we can expect the
yield gap between prime and secondary properties
as well as the yield gap between properties in established Western European markets and crisis countries to narrow, with more and more capital targeting
former crisis countries such as Ireland, Spain and
the Netherlands due to their substantial recovery.
Looking at the different sectors, the disparity between
supply and demand in the office occupier market is
expected to support rental growth in the mediumterm across Europe since the number of completions throughout Europe is expected to remain modest
over the coming five-year period, resulting in solid
capital growth. In addition the Euro Zone is experiencing slightly more growth than Europe as a whole due
to the strong performance of the former crisis countries in terms of rental growth and yield shift. Notwithstanding the threat of online retail to High Street
locations, the increase of online retail penetration may
partly aid the revival of High Streets across Europe.
One factor behind this is the growth of “click-and-collect”; another driver is the rising number of pure-play
online retailers opening brick-and-mortars in recent
months. Consequently, the lack of supply and high
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retail occupier demand for prime-pitch space is boosting prime rental values and, ultimately, capital growth,
which, from a European perspective, is expected to be
slightly higher compared with offices. Looking at the
logistics sector, strong investor demand has already
put European logistics yields under substantial pressure. Nevertheless, the yield gap between the higher
yielding European logistics sector and lower yielding
US and Japanese logistics sectors remains in place.
Because fundamentals continue to support ongoing solid demand and suggest gradual rental growth
across Europe and an increasing number of investors are turning to the logistics sector for investments, ongoing capital growth can also be expected
for logistics assets across Europe, with the UK market leading the pack. When weighing these forecasts,
however, investors should remember that total returns
will be front-loaded, with capital growth declining significantly at the tail end of the forecast period, possibly even turning negative in one country or the
other depending on the interest rate environment.
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Country abbreviations: AT = Austria, BE = Belgium, CA = Canada, CH = Switzerland, CZ = Czech Republic,
DE = Germany, DK = Denmark, ES = Spain, FI = Finland, FR = France, GR = Greece, HU = Hungary,
IE = Ireland, IT = Italy, KR = South Korea, LU = Luxemburg, NL = Netherlands, NO = Norway, PL = Poland,
PT = Portugal, SE = Sweden, SG = Singapore, UAE = United Arab Emirates, UK = Great Britain, ZA = South Africa
Other abbreviations: CEE = Central and Eastern Europe, MA = Moving Average, PIIGS = Portugal, Ireland, Italy,
Greece and Spain, QoQ = Quarter-on-Quarter, YoY = Year-on-Year
In essence the following sources have been used for the report: AFME, BBSR, BIS, BNP Paribas Real Estate,
CBRE, CECODHAS, CIA, Commercial Mortgage Alert, EIU, Euroconstruct, European Mortgage Federation, Eurostat,
ECB, INREV, IPD, IMF, KTI, Lloyds Banking Group, OECD, RCA, Regiograph, Reuters, UN, vdp
Disclaimer: This publication is purely for general information and not a prospectus. The information contained in
this report is based on publicly available sources that we believe to be reliable. We cannot guarantee the correctness
or completeness of information. All statements of opinion reflect the current estimations of the author and do not
necessarily reflect the opinion of PATRIZIA Immobilien AG or its associated companies. The opinions expressed in
this publication may change without prior notice.
The research reports and presentations (“analyses”) produced by PATRIZIA Immobilien AG contain selected information and cannot be regarded as complete and correct. The analyses are based on publicly accessible information and
data (“information”), which are regarded as reliable. However, PATRIZIA Immobilien AG has not verified the correctness or completeness of the information and does not accept any liability for this. PATRIZIA Immobilien AG will not
bear liability for any damage arising from incomplete or incorrect information, and PATRIZIA Immobilien AG will bear
no liability for direct and/or indirect damage and/or secondary damage. In particular, PATRIZIA Immobilien AG will
bear no liability for statements, projections or other details contained in these analyses relating to the companies
examined, their associated companies, strategies, economic, market and/or competitive position, legal conditions
etc. Although the analyses are produced with the greatest care, the possibility of errors or incompleteness cannot be
eliminated. PATRIZIA Immobilien AG, its shareholders and employees bear no liability for the correctness or completeness of the statements, estimations, recommendations or conclusions derived from information contained in
the analyses. If an analysis is provided as part of an existing contractual relationship, e. g. financial consultancy or a
similar service, liability of PATRIZIA Immobilien AG is limited to gross negligence and intent. If fundamental information is omitted, PATRIZIA Immobilien AG shall be liable for simple negligence. The liability of PATRIZIA Immobilien AG
to compensate for typical and foreseeable damage is limited according to the extent of the damage. The analyses do
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a security or any other investment commitment. The opinions contained in the analyses may change without prior
notice. All rights reserved.
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